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LOG TRAILER TRANSFER UNIT

Transferring loaded logging trailers from one truck tractor (hauling
unit) to another is new to the logging industry. It has been common
practice for highway trucks hauling other products, but the front bunk
usually attached to the hauling unit of logging vehicles presents a differ-
ent problem. The Ivory Pine Lumber Company of Dinuba, Calif. , solved
this problem so that the loaded trailer and front bunk are transferred as
a unit from one truck tractor to another.

Circumstances responsible for this development are similar to those on
many other operations. Heavy-duty hauling units are necessary to move
loads over adverse grades or poor roads from the landing to the high-
way. Lighter units can transport the same loads more economically
over the highway to the mill.

On this operation the woods haul is from three to six miles, and the high-
way haul is 57 miles. This presents a definite problem in keeping trucks
rolling, since loading delays are practically inevitable and upset the
close time schedule required if each truck is to get out two loads per
day. The load-transfer system described in this report permits inde-
pendent operation of the loading and hauling crews, so that loading crews
can work their regular hours and the trucks can haul 24 hours. From
the trucker's standpoint, that is the most important feature because,
with nine trucks, which take an average of 5-1/2 hours per round trip,
they have been getting an average of 28 loads per day. Most, but not
all, of the trucks work two shifts with two separate drivers and make
from three to four round trips.

The transfer landing is designed to allow a smaller number of hauling
units to handle a given daily production, which in this case is as follows:

Without transfer landing 	 Board feet per day

10 trucks, 2 trips per day	 120M

With transfer landing and extra trailers

2 woods-to-highway units
3 highway units (5 trips per 24 hours) 	 90M
3 woods-to-mill units, 2 trips 	 36M
8 units	 126M
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The operation of the system depends upon support of the front log bunk
when it is not on the hauling unit. The device developed for this pur-
pose is shown in figure 1. It is a hinged bracket designed to support the
ends of the front bunk with trailer hitch and fifth-wheel assembly attached.
This assembly with the trailer loaded on it in the usual manner is left
at the transfer landing to be picked up by the woods hauling unit (fig. 2).

The same bracket support is used to support the loaded trailer units
brought to the transfer landing from the woods operation (fig. 3). The
highway hauling units then back under the load, engage the fifth-wheel
coupling, release the brackets, and attach the brake lines with a mini-
mum of lost time.
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Figure 1. --Bracket designed to support the ends
of the front log bunks.

Figure 2. --Front bunk with trailer hitch and fifth-wheel
assembly, ready for woods hauling unit.

Figure 3. --Loaded trailer ready for highway hauling unit.
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